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Grace to you and peace from God our Creator and the Lord Jesus Christ. 
On Friday Illinois entered Phase 5 in the pandemic recovery plan, which means that those who 
are fully vaccinated can do a lot of things normally, without masks or physical distancing. Those 
who have not been vaccinated, for whatever reason, are still advised to wear masks, and physical 
distancing is still recommended for indoor gatherings like this one. Singing is OK now, but still 
with masks. Finally, after fifteen months, things are starting to look something like normal again. 
And that is surely a relief to most of us. We can visit with our families and friends again. A week 
ago on Thursday, Helen and I had our first overnight house guests since the pandemic. What a 
joy that visit was. 
 Now, I am well aware that the pandemic has hit a lot of people’s lives pretty hard. Aside 
from those who got sick with the virus, or who lost loved ones to the virus, many people also lost 
their jobs. Some businesses were forced to close, not just temporarily, but for good. Close to 4 
million people have died worldwide, with a quarter of the deaths here in the United States, even 
though we have just 4 1/4% of the world’s population. So, it would definitely have been better 
had the pandemic never happened. But there has been something of a silver lining to this crisis, 
for some of us, at least. Being confined to our home gave us the incentive to finally convert the 
sandbox the previous owner left us into a garden, and also gave us the chance to tend our garden. 
We grew lots of tomatoes and cucumbers in that garden, along with other less successful crops. 
This year we decided to create another raised bed garden, and use that for the tomatoes, since 
they tended to overshadow the other things we planted. And that’s where my new-found 
gardening experiences connects with today’s readings. 
 Jesus uses a lot of parables involving plants, and we get two of them in today’s Gospel 
reading. I want to take them each in turn to see how they might connect with our lives as we 
continue to emerge from this pandemic. Both of them are parables about the kingdom of God. 
The first is about the sower who sows seeds and then comes back and they have grown, he 
doesn’t know how. Well, that’s been our experience in the garden this year. In the sandbox 
garden, as we call it, we’ve planted lettuce, cucumbers, squash, lettuce, carrots, beets, and 
radishes. The radishes are doing great, and almost ready to harvest. We want to let them get just 
a bit bigger. The cucumbers and squash are off to a good start. The carrots and beets aren’t doing 
as well. The lettuce isn’t either, which we planted from seed. We suspect the birds of the air of 
thinning the crop. But guess what’s coming up instead? Tomatoes. Even though we didn’t plant 
any in that garden this year, last year’s plant obviously dropped some seeds, and there are at least 
6 good tomato plants in there that we’ve just decided to let grow. Oh, and the chives from last 
year also came back, but I guess they do that. So, if all of those plants tomato produce, in 
addition to the ten in the new garden, we’re going to have a lot of tomatoes this summer. 
 I’ll come back to these volunteer tomato plants, but now I want to move on to the second 
parable, the parable of the mustard seed. The lectionary helps us out with this parable by giving 
us our first reading from Ezekiel. When we read that alongside our Gospel text, it suddenly 
becomes obvious that Jesus was alluding to Ezekiel in the parable of the mustard seed. So, it 
helps to know what the Ezekiel text is about. Ezekiel was a priest who live through a major crisis 
with his fellow citizens of Judah. This crisis was the conquest of Judah by the Babylonians, 
which resulted in the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple of Solomon, and the exile of its 
leading citizens, which lasted for roughly half a century. Ezekiel prophesied at the beginning of 



this crisis, first warning his fellow citizens of the coming destruction, then warning the nations 
who caused the destruction, or rejoiced in it, that they would face a similar fate, and finally 
promising that this crisis would not be the end, but the beginning of something new and better. 
Our first reading this morning belongs to that last group of prophesies, the promise of new 
beginnings even in the midst of the crisis. 
 This helps put Jesus’ parable into context and to make it so much richer than the simple 
story of a tiny seed becoming a giant shrub. Jesus was teaching his disciples in the midst of 
another crisis, the continuing domination of God’s chosen people by other nations, this time the 
Romans. The upshot of the parable of the mustard seed is that the kingdom of God that Jesus is 
bringing will be the fulfillment of that promise to God’s people, and the resolution of their crisis. 
 I hesitate to compare our own trouble over the past year and a quarter with the troubles of 
God’s people over the more than six hundred years until Jesus’ coming, or the two and a half 
millennia until the present. Obviously, what we have endured pales in comparison to what they 
lived through, and died through, generation after generation. But our crisis is our crisis, and I 
think these readings have something to say even to us. 
 Three things, because three seems to be a good number: First, the kingdom of God, God’s 
reign, is for God to bring to pass. It is not our responsibility. It is not even within our power. God 
is the one making it happen, though the church has sometimes forgotten that. The first parable of 
the sower and the seeds illustrates this. The seeds turn into plants without the sower’s 
participation beyond the planting of the seeds. And sometimes, as our volunteer tomato plants 
show, our seeds plant their own seeds. We will do well to remember that as a congregation as we 
emerge from this pandemic. Our task is to attend to the seeds of the gospel. When we do that, the 
kingdom of God that sprouts from the gospel has a way of taking care of itself, of planting its 
own seeds and moving itself into the future. 
 Second, a little bit turns into a lot. That’s the lesson we usually take away from the 
parable of the mustard seed, and it is not wrong. We have a tendency to look at a crisis and think 
we have to come up with a solution to it all by ourselves and then implement the solution 
ourselves. The reality is that even our very small acts of persistent faithfulness, themselves the 
work of God the Holy Spirit, will become something big because of God’s own faithfulness to 
us, and because of God’s way of turning a little into a lot. 
 Finally, the kingdom of God does not exist only for our sake, or even for God’s sake. The 
mustard seed becomes a home for the birds of the air. That does not help the sower who sows the 
seed, or the harvester who reaps the crop. Jesus didn’t even mention all the good food you could 
produce from a giant mustard plant. He mentioned only it becoming shelter for others. And that 
is something for us to remember as the church as we look to our future. If we think of Grace only 
as a place that fulfills our own religious and spiritual needs, rather than as a place of refuge and 
renewal for others, then we might be missing a key component of our calling in God’s emerging 
kingdom. 
 Sisters and brothers in Christ, our opportunity as we return from the mini-exile of 
pandemic quarantining, is to grow into our calling, to be renewed by the seed of the gospel 
planted in us, so that by persistent faithfulness born of the grace of God we might become the 
beloved community that Jesus intends us to be – to be the little, insignificant group of people 
who has an out-sized impact on the world around us because we are firmly rooted in the love and 
forgiveness of God for Jesus’ sake. May we take that opportunity, trusting that God is working in 
and through us. And may the peace of God, which passes all understanding, keep our hearts and 
minds in Christ Jesus. Amen. 


